Sexuality, like gender, is both intensely individualistic and intimate. Still, no individual expression or understanding of either is ever genuinely free of the framework of "honor"(code of cultural valorization) or power structure that surrounds us. Honor forms the fabric of daily life in different socio-political systems of power that reward conformity in both symbolic and material ways. This course defines gender as a central, fundamental way of signifying relations of power and ascribing not just meaning, but value and importance to sexual difference and ways of being. Similarly, this course defines sexuality as an active, rather than passive, means of expressing identity, creating an individual's place in social units like the family and connecting to imagined concepts of community such as empire and nation.
We will analyze how Latin American officials, intellectuals and elites often considered issues of "morality" (i.e. gender roles and sexual norms) crucial to the success or failure of their efforts to build a nation. Policies that attempted to stop political and social change were often promoted as a means for "saving the nation." Thus, we will study how liberal forms of capitalism combined with the rise of U.S. support for military dictatorships in order to promote US businesses and political control over the region. Through the examples of Puerto Rico, the Trujillo dictatorship of the Dominican Republic and the transnational frontier of Miami, we will examine the centrality of Dr. Lillian Guerra Class Meetings: T 12:50-3:50 PM Office: Grinter 307
Class Location: Flint 115 Office Hours: Th 12-2 PM 2 rescuing or defending national sovereignty through the deployment of militant, heteronormative masculinities. We will also study how subjects of these policies resisted and successfully crafted queer forms and fora for empowerment. Considering how violence can take the form of poverty, state terror and homophobia, we will ask how much racialized systems of patriarchy and gendered codes of honor have evolved from colonial times.
Colonial Period
• resistance and transformation of gender identities among colonial peoples and colonizers • the imperial logic of racialized patriarchy in Spanish Peru & Mexico • cultural systems of honor, their internalization and expression through Catholic mysticism, witchcraft, heresy, challenges to belief in biologically rooted gender expression/ "object choice"
Nineteenth-Century & Twentieth-Century • how Enlightenment concepts of citizenship and individual rights increased freedom of most men while limiting the power of women • the role of sexual violence in the experience of slaves and perpetuation of slavery in Brazil • relationship between modernity as an ideology, eugenics as "uplift" and policies of "social hygiene" in Puerto Rico • centrality of masculinity to militarism, dictatorship and US foreign policy toward the Caribbean • frontier society in Florida and New Mexico as a locus of gendered/sexual rebellion vs. conformity
Required Books: Eight texts should be purchased as part of the course's requirements. You must have the reading in front of you so that you can participate in seminar. Accessing the texts digitally and bringing only the notes to class is not an option: a seminar requires that students readily point out, refer to and discuss evidence, methods and passages of an assigned book. If you cannot afford to purchase a book, scan the relevant sections assigned (using the top-notch scanner at LACC in Library East), download the PDF and print it out so that you can read the assignment and bring the paper copy to class.
Seminar Participation 35%
By definition, a seminar is not a lecture class in which students' role is largely limited to listening, taking notes and active thinking. Instead, the success of a seminar depends on each student's willingness to complete the reading in advance of class and desire to share and debate ideas in an organized discussion led by the professor. Although Professor Guerra will often provide introductory thoughts and context, her role is to inspire discussion, help craft ideas, draw out analytical patterns and explain/highlight the nature of scholarly methodology.
• A student's final grade depends on consistent preparation for discussion and coherent, collegial participation in every class discussion.
• Every student is required to bring two or three questions on the seminar reading to class. These questions should be typed and printed on a sheet of paper for Prof. Guerra to collect at the start of discussion. Prof. Guerra will draw questions for that day's discussion from this pool of questions.
• On the first day, each student will sign up to be a discussion leader for one of the assigned readings. Each seminar meeting, two students will then serve as discussion leaders. This exercise will allow these students to examine the book they select with greater care, thinking about the sources, the methods and the contribution of the book to the historiography of Latin America.
Short analytical writing (5 pages), précis and annotated bibliography for research paper 20%
• Each student will write a 5-page analysis of the strengths, weaknesses and methods of the book that s/he has chosen to discuss as a discussion leader. The paper is due the day of that discussion in hard copy.
• By Thursday, September 13th, all students are required to have met with Professor Guerra to discuss the viability of a research topic and have it approved.
• A précis and working, annotated bibliography of the final research paper in hard copy is due on Thursday, October 4 th .
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Final research paper (15-25 pages) 45%
Each member of the seminar must complete a research paper of 15-25 pages in length. Students will also offer a 15-minute oral presentation to their peers during one of the last three class meetings. The oral presentation is worth 5% of the research paper's grade.
• First drafts of the research paper in hard copy are due by Wednesday November 14 th
• First drafts will be returned to students on Tuesday, November 20 th .
• Final drafts of the paper are due by Wednesday, December 12 th in hard copy.
Technology in the classroom: When class starts, all cell phones must disappear. Surfing the web, looking at/answering email, shopping, engaging in social media, writing one's congressional representatives, checking the stock market and all other activities on one's laptop unrelated to taking notes or class discussion are strictly prohibited. Engaging in such activities will result in Prof. Guerra confiscating a student's device and retaining it for an indeterminate period of time.
Academic Honesty: Violations of academic honesty standards include but are not limited to cheating, plagiarism, misrepresentation of another's work as one's own, bribery, conspiracy and fabrication. The criteria for assessing whether student behavior meets one or more of these violations as well as the sanctions imposed may be reviewed at the website: http://www.aa.ufl.edu/aa/Rules/4017.htm
Attendance: Attendance at weekly seminar meetings is mandatory. Students are allowed to miss one seminar without penalty; all other absences will negatively affect your final evaluation and grade. Multiple absences may be excused pending approval of medical or other credible documentation of an emergency. Students who have other conflicts that will prevent them from being able to complete an assignment on time must notify Professor Guerra in advance and discuss whether or not the extension or make-up exam is merited. Students must also notify Professor Guerra if they will incur absences due to UF-sanctioned activities (such as participation in UF teams, etc.) and provide documentation to that effect. 
